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DECEASED

Select  Book  T i t les

2017:  The Art of Invisibility: The World's Most Famous Hacker Teaches You How to Be Safe in the Age of Big Brother and Big Data

2012:  Ghost in the Wires: My Adventures as the World's Most Wanted Hacker

2005:  The Art of Intrusion: The Real Stories Behind the Exploits of Hackers, Intruders and Deceivers

2003:  The Art of Deception: Controlling the Human Element of Security

S e l e c t  A r t i c l e s

Hackers and governments can see you through your phone’s camera — here’s how to protect yourself

Most people know that computers can have malware, but did you know your cell phone is also vulnerable? Kevin Mitnick, notorious hacker and
author of the book "The Art of Invisibility," explains two easy ways that someone might hack into your phone. Whether it's a jealous spouse, the
CIA, or a nation state, here's how they might do it and how you can protect yourself.

3 Online Security Tips from the World's Greatest Hacker

As our technology gets better, so do hackers. Way too many Americans have had their personal information stolen by computer thieves and we
don't want to see you become a victim. So how do you keep yourself safe? Kristina Guerrero talked to hacking expert Kevin Mitnick, once named
"The World's Greatest Hacker", to find out the three best things you can do to stay safe online.

Se lect  Test imonia ls

"Kevin Mitnick, world-renowned hacker and security expert, entranced an audience of over 1500, including 1000 US Naval Academy Midshipmen,
at the United States Naval Institute's Conference on cyber security. His presentation explained the dangers of social engineering and how
individuals can reduce the risks having their personal information and online accounts stolen. During his demonstration, he showed how readily
information can be gathered by hackers using perfectly legal means from any organization's forward facing servers. He additionally showed a
Midshipman how easily he could, through readily accessible and legal means, obtain personal information stored on the Internet. Mitnick was
exciting and provided real-world information that not only informed but entertained the audience. He left the Academy a buzz as word of his
presentation spread and had the Midshipmen asking for additional sessions with him!"

—  CAPT Steven “Doc” Simon, USN Director, Cyber Security Center United States Naval Academy

“Delegates at the event gave Kevin a rating of 98% for content and 98% for delivery. I'm sure you will agree with me the scores were
sensational.”

—  Joyce Ong, Marketing and Communications, Accenture
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http://www.businessinsider.com/hackers-governments-smartphone-iphone-camera-wikileaks-2017-3
https://www.thelisttv.com/the-list/3-online-security-tips-from-the-worlds-greatest-hacker


"If hackers were rock stars, Kevin Mitnick would be Mick Jagger"

—  Mathew Dunn, Technology Editor at News.com

"In our world, Kevin Mitnick is our David Beckham or Lebron James."

—  Micho Schumann, Principal Advisory at KPMG
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